
nCharge
Where technology and electrification blend for the future of EV infrastructure
For more than a quarter of a century, Noralta has been at the forefront of merging technology and
electrical applications across various industrial sectors. Our commitment to innovation and the
electrification movement made venturing into EV infrastructure a natural choice. Today, our teams
stand as the most seasoned EV infrastructure builders in the Mid-Continent region.

Our management team has overseen the construction of over 180 charging stalls in the current year
alone. With the surge in demand driven by federal and state funding initiatives, we are gearing up to
double our efforts in 2024. This extensive track record sets us apart as a trusted turnkey EV
installation contractor throughout the Mid-Continent, and we infuse this expertise with our rich 25-
year technology background to deliver unparalleled service.

Experience Matters:

Certified Excellence:
We’re not just experienced; we’re also dedicated to staying at the forefront of the industry. Multiple
Master electricians on our team are actively pursuing EVTIP certification, aligning our wealth of
experience with the new standard in EV installation credentials. As NEVI funding continues to shape
the landscape over the next five years, you can count on us to lead the charge in the EV
infrastructure movement.

Choose Noralta for your EV infrastructure needs, and 
experience a legacy of excellence that's powering the future of transportation.



Our Distinctive Approach:
We recognized the inefficiencies inherent in this traditional system and have pioneered a better
solution. Our approach involves assembling expert teams that possess both civil and electrical
specialties. This integration ensures a seamless workflow that minimizes delays. Our versatile crews
are proficient in excavations, conduit work, concrete installation, wire pulling, terminations, and even
the finishing touches like striping and painting.

nCharge
Why We Excel as Your Comprehensive Solution:
Our specialty lies in commercial EV installation, where we provide Level 3 and Level 2 chargers
 to car dealerships and retail businesses that prioritize rapid charging. Our projects include sites with
multiple dispensers, some boasting up to 450kW charging capacity. Having worked with numerous
EV companies, we leverage our diverse experience to embrace and adapt to the unique demands of
every electrical charging design and need, regardless of the style, make, or model.

The Problem:
When your excavation company is separate from your electrical company, it often results in
unnecessary mobilization and remobilization. This can lead to project delays, especially in
coordinating inspections and concrete scheduling.

By choosing our turnkey solution, you can expect:
Accelerated Timelines: With our integrated teams, we expedite project timelines, enabling your site
to be up and operational faster. This allows you to focus on the efficient operation of your 
charging facility.

Discover the difference in efficiency and speed with our comprehensive turnkey solution.

Schedule a meeting with our team to see if we
could be the right fit for your upcoming projects.

Contact Us
sales@noralta.com


